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Introduction
Blondes, brunettes and redheads may differ in many ways but deep down, these women all have one
thing in common - they love getting their tight butts fucked and fucked hard even if they usually won't
admit it. Anal Hitters promises plenty of exclusive ass pounding action.

Adult Review
Anal, oral, double penetration, blowjobs, public sex and every other sexual form of perversion you can think of is inside Anal
Hitters. The problem is that the site's free preview claims to be offering you a 100% exclusive and 100% anal experience -
and that just isn't true.
  
  With a huge archive, Anal Hitters gives you 
  access to hundreds of hardcore porn scenes with more than 1,500 scenes already available as either streaming Flash films or
downloadable videos. The site is easy to navigate with big clear thumbnails and drop down menus.
  
  While the tour makes it seem like Anal Hitters is a stand-alone exclusive ass-centric porn site, in fact it shares the same
members area with some other massive porn sites on the same network which means that you get access to thousands of
DVDs and a huge category list - but you don't get any of the exclusive anal action you may have been expecting to see inside.
  
  Another nice feature of the members area is that the entire site is available to viewers in multiple languages: English,
Russian, Italian, Spanish and French are all available.
  
  Most of the vids are in medium and high quality and mobile formats like Ipod or PSP are also available. So Anal Hitters
does have a lot going for it and it makes you wonder why they would not have given a more honest tour for a high quality
porn site. If you were looking for exclusive anal sex specifically, then this site may leave you a bit disappointed.

Porn Summary
The name Anal-Hitters is a gimmick. The site is a clone that shares the same members area with other cloned versions of one
big porn site. It does give you access to huge archives of vids in a variety of niches for a low price, but it is not the 100%
exclusive anal content site it claims to be.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A huge cloned porn site but it's not exclusive and it's not all anal'
Quality: 86  Updates: 90 Exclusive: 65 Interface: 84
Support: 80 Unique: 70    Taste: 60        Final: 75

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Massive

Porn Site Review
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